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As the first UNESCO city in the country, Santa Fe's incredible array of cultural resources puts us in a rarefied atmosphere, and we're not just talking elevation. From ancient Native American traditions to Spanish Colonial art forms that still flourish, this is a place where creativity flourishes.
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El Museo Cultural de Santa Fe - Winter Market
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Free Apache - First International Indigenous Biennale
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Pueblo de San Ildefonso
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The Stone Foundation



Dedicated to the preservation and perpetuation of the traditions of structural stonework.
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National Dance Institute
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Alex of Avalon Dance




Intuitive Alex of Avalon offers clarity and guidance with Spiritual Counceling, Psychic Readings and Energy Healing with his extensive metaphysical background and empathic nature. Contact him today!
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Maya Aubrey - Pilates and Health Coaching
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Conrad Skinner, AIA



Rest In Peace and Blessings upon your family - We miss you.
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David Seacord - Fine Art, Music, Inspiration


An inspiration of fine art and music as well as a practicing professional piano tuner/technican.
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Desert Dwellers Music


Amani Friend, Rara Avis, and Treavor Moontribe all bring a lifetime of compositional and performance experience to their current collaboration together. Their music blends elements of ambient, downtempo, dub, breaks, tek-house, progressive, electro, and trance; while also incorporating traditional world music in a way that shows a deep respect for that which has come before us, and our understanding of where we are now.
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The Santa Fe Women's ensemble performs twice a year.  Once in the Spring and once at Christmas. Check their website for this years concerts and learn more about this group and their commissioned work.
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Creating Music


Creatingmusic.com is a children's online creative music environment for children of all ages. It's a place for kids to compose music, play with musical performance, music games and music puzzles. Come discover fun and easy ways to make music!
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Custom Tours By Clarice Doo Wop Soda Shop - A Salute to Music of the 1950's



Custom Tours By Clarice is the premier Destination Management Company in northern New Mexico.
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Aponi Kai Music




Aponi Kai composes most of her music and lyrics under the moon and stars in far away arroyos, where she walks...
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Coyote's Paw Gallery Music



Discover a treasure at Coyote's Paw Gallery Ltd. Among our unique antique items are tribal and ethnic jewelry, art, textiles, weapons, musical instruments, from India, Morocco, and Central Asia including unique earrings, nomad boots, applique thanka and flint strikers from Mongolia; sculpture, masks and costumes from Africa, as well as Tuareg nomad daggers, jewelry and leatherwork from the Sahara.
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David Geist Music




Through his concert and cabaret performances, theatre conducting, compositions and master classes, David Geist has dedicated himself to the art of the piano and song over his entire career. His talent has been recognized by some of the greatest artists on Broadway and he is clearly a master of his profession.
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Ragascape


The musical pilgrimage of Steven Landsberg featuring real audio & MP3 ragas
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